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It is hoped that from January 1983 we may be able to litho produce this magazine 
but it will totally depend upon the subsc�iption rate•If you want to see NUN grow 
better please resubscribe NOW,and tell your friends.There will be a single rate 
for all 1983 issues of £4.2CI (no increase you will note},,.JR 
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EDITORIALs "Glimmers of light on the HORIZON" 
--.M6nday�October 18 1982 �s an important day for the UFO subject •. It saw the first 

scre·�ning of the long� awai::t�d .BBC -2 HORIZON dmcumen tary, 'The Case .of the UFds' • Of 
course, being_ a full-time ufolpgist I could be _forgiven for expecting too much.But 
I knew from pr9ducer/writer John Groom we could not expect too much.There was never 
any doubt wh�ch side of' the _ sceptic/believer fence his programme would lie.Yet,in-the 
end,! wa_s·both rather surprised (relieved?) and yet vaguely dis-satisfied , -

· 

_ I found_ myself._agreeing with practically every word spoken during the transmission, 
even g9tting·a feeling of deja vu at points,thinking • • •  "I comld have written that" 
before realising later that I had! (Somewhere or other).But it was all very well 
effectiveiy destroying the 'UFOs are spaceships� myth,and'�n the process showing just 
how much of our subject is dross.Those of us-who care �eepiy about the subject know 
that and applaud a serious attempt to "clear away the_clutter of belief'' (as I called 
it in UFO srUDY).The:public needs educating, and this- effort adds to the spate of 
sensible books we have had in recent years.The effect is beginning to tell.It may;not 
be coincidence that we are receiving 

.
fewer and fewer reports.HORIZON did this job -

exjremely well, Indeed, quite probably, it did it too well. - - . _ 
Grpdm put an enormous effort into proving the view that the subject is a modern 

socia:-J_ fantasy,which up to a point it undoubtedly is •• -� but only .up to a point. Our 
landscape is populated with people who,as someone said on ttj:e.;':prograll$ie,"do not . . want 
answerf$.They want to perpetuate mysteries." (Another of my quotes in UFO STl.lDY}tl3tit 
the ove;rall impression that speake-rs like this created was that such a view �airty 

'reflects the whole of ufology (or_American ufology for thi.s was a programme of most 
relevance to that country). This is unju-es� There is a widening chasm between serious 
ufologists (notably feycarid far between on. this programme) and the image of,���ious 
ufologists conjured up by the skeptics (with which this show was decidely top --heavy ) _ 
No real appreciation of ·such a fact came across to me,nor from media reviews to 
anyone else either! 

The 55 minutes came in three parts with a curiously ill-fitting and fleeting 
glimpse at th� work of Pers�nger and Brady,searching for proof of an atmospheric 
mind-scrambling 1Plasma.Desnite the strange assertion right at the end ("UFOs 
undoubtedly esist ••• But what are they?") this was·the only concession to the school 
of tho·1.1ght. that there might be something in the subject.For a1;1yone·· who knew wh.at was 
going en 'in the :subject this was the only interesting_ bit.-�. the rest -was rather- like 
reading: 'a book for the fifteenth .--tfme . Of course,i t would not seem that way to �he 
man in the street •• • but the _stress-· on negative implications was· really too ov�rl\owering. 

To begin with we had the ·Luke :Air Force base movie film thrown at us·, which was -
then promptly ignored._The panel df resident skerptics (James Oberg & Phiiip Kla�s. �. 

it resEfmbling 'The Phliilip Klass Show' - in parts) neve:t; even talked about that one (me 
thinks because they vouldn' t explai-n-·1 t�) Thi"s led on to a ·supposed explanation of 
why the US Air Force dropped UFOs,by _�ay of showing one PROJECT BLUEBOOK case with a 
movie film of the moon ., supporting' it�-One presumes the· intention here was to make 
some vague psycholosical point, but the unfortunate implication was that all BLUEBOOK 
cases were like this -'a blatant lie.We had no figures for how many went unexplained. 
No illustration �f :how·inept the usual 'investigation' was.Incredibly, the o�' · 
gov�rnment fundecr-attack on-uFOs (the- CONDON report) was hever evan· mentioned• .-\nd 
where was GEPAN? The -·oruy current government sponsored UFO investigatiori'" was v0cy 
noticably absent.Th�s$ omissions illustrate the bias of the -programine; ·· - -

Part T�o was th� bulk of therfeature.where we entered the realms of modern 
investigation - _in :th� USA.We were treated. to spectacular picture:;; of venus and ballons, 
given a grim warni�g�about-what lies in store with a fascinating a�d convincing 
film sequence of adver�ing.p+anes.And we then got a lengthy diatr1be about astronauts 
sightings that was quite irrele\�nt and should have had no part whatsoever in thimgs. 

F � THE ITV OFFERING "T�-;r-NAL FRONTIER" TACKLES UFO: .ON WED 
-
NOV 3 4,45prit,(see P;3) 
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. Similar ammounts of time were waste d on the Travms Walton f iasco.This aad tne 

astronauts commanded more than a third of the air time;�Ithougq serious ufo logists 
treat them with a lorry load of s alt.If yo� add the great media hype based on a �ew 
�quiggly· blobs of light ( ie the Ne� Z ealan d movie films)then that was the sum total 
of· the _evidence pres ented for UFOs�No wonder it fa iled to con vince anybody! , · ·' 

To me this was the tragedy of the whole affair.The UFO ev idence was nothing.like 
the 'best ' . It was the 'best promoted', a rather diff erent thing�The Luke Air Force 
Base case , the Sherrif·Val Jo��son car attack were mentioned (an d then dismissed) but 
so much time was sp ent on the -explainable stuff that they sunk il'} ��h:e .swampy . . mires 
of obscurity.Any one of you could have come up with a h undred better· cases base d 

· more of reliab�e. t�stimony of an anomalous obje ct. What happened to their re search ? 
It � interesti-ng to, s.ee how dubious the Walton story is.Or to �ee the astronalkt 

'sightings ' du ly fiemolishedeAnd finally to have the self -inf lated balloon of import
ance rapidly punctured f or -C,he Kaiko� lights.But the resul:t-. was that f ar  too mrtny 
came a�ay thinking ••• "Oh well.That's _ all there is to.UFOs .then.1awn1" We know this 
is untrue.This was media uf ology$Not the nitty gritty. you and·I. deal with every day. 

Had this necessary destruction of UFO myths been adequately b alanced by the real 
'hard stu ff' (such as Lak€nheath,theRB-47 case,the Newmi ll en9o unte r ••• well name your 

own list ) then I wo uld: �a;ve· :pro�ly placed HORI�ON on a pe de sta l. For i.t did most 
other things right,But � t. f.a�led disma lly to show that uf? logy 1� not only nomsense. 
It drained the water down t�e P.l ughole, but left the diamonds .on the bottom of the 

·-· bath l'fh il'st pontificating �on' the. nierits of dirty· ·H2o. , · 
- · ··· ; ,: ·. · 

Bri��sh·uf ology got its oply_ menti on he�e with David Simpson reminisc1ng · a9out 
... - his 1970 Warminster hoaxslUs . decision to call himself a 'Government Scientist_. on 

lthe c�ptio·n gav e . one. or. two_ pe�pi,e ·:c ·J1�:v·� spoke_ri .to 1;-tle im pression his hoax. �as�· . : 
government backed.A dangerous untruth.My. · father ·asked.· .me how· I got fooled by hiin. 
B eca usd. nowhere ;was it ma de ··evident just How lon g ago ·this 'trick'· occurred.Groom 
le� Peter Warr ingt on a� d � .�o b��ieve that.Simpson had admitte� on film he co�ld not 
do such �n exper im enx today -in view of bette� investigation technique•That got 
edited _qut, of <;ourse, and we PP, or Britisn.we�e - lef t lookinB like uf ological 
imbic ile .s .As BUFORAs Direct or of I nvest igations · ·  I had to f ight damn h�rd not ·to 
take that - personally, and to sta:y obje cti ve f or the next three quarters of ···an hour. 
Simpson �lso frequently talks of othe r experiments,but this is �he. onl y orie ever 

·· ..  publicised.Until he come sup with the· results of the oth_ers I a!ll left sus6ect ing we 
·do not hear ·of) them because they did not work,If they did, then ·share the·· results 

with us please. I t  is pointless if he fails to inform those his . .'wqrk is trying to 
improve.Or is he trying to improve standards? Maybe he j ust w�nts to make us look 
stup id , · · · ·-

· , 

After �11 this b uccane er sword-slashing the end of the programme rushed at us 
like an .express tra in ·�-W e �w the full· sequence of th e Peter Day f il m. b ut with no 
information about it whatsoever.That case kno� spots of any of the tripe we d id 
get fed to the point of gl�ttony.But it was Allan Hendry who, thank God,slipped the 
net tc bring some sanity.to proceedings.He was the only broa dmin ded and balanced 
person we saw.The only representitive of true middle-ground,serious ufo logy .We saw 
too much of the two polarised camps who -were throwi'ng . mu d-p ies at one another and 
having a jolly good time svropping fancy e�<plana tions (of ome extreme or ano the r) . 

Meanwhile the phenomenon goes on all around them.According to' this programrne,Allan 
Hendry is the only - p ers on �oing anything about it! 

'The Case of the UFOs ' was c ertainly the best UFO dmcumentary yet produced.It 
ba�ly re flected the bias of i ts producer· {he ref used to film Shirley Mciver's wotk, 
for example, because 'she is a believer• and only came to Pete r W�rington because 
he had 'been told that you were a skept ic' ) Given TVs limitati ons it was as good as 
we might expect . Jut I cannot help th inking · of allth os e unanswered questions it 

neve r even posed •••• I say to the BBC (probably forlo rn ly ) ••• OK,you have made a darn 
good programme about �hat UFOs are not.How about the sequal ••• wha t they might be?? 
-�� - - - � - - - - - - � - - - - - - � - - - - - - - - - - - - � - � - - - - - -

PSI This publication is .!12.i p�t of the "UFO bel ie ve rs literature" (quoth .HORIZON ) 

� :a G ranvil le Oldroyd writes of Nigel Watson ' s recent series on 1913 Airsh ips 
in THE UNEXPLAINED..He is conc erned that readers mi ght extract data of the York case 
(Feb 22) when the general con cep tion of thi s ( and the Sketty & Liverpool cases) is 
that they are misidentif ications of venus and clo uds. · · -

a: SSPR Meeting Wed DEC 1 8.00pm Fat Cat Pub, A.lma S:b, city centre SHEFFIELD 
Lecture on �ealing by Mr Kilby,a practitione r. �11 welcome. 
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THE FINAL FRONTIER • •• I will write more of this next issue,after you have had chance 
to see it (those who have videos,or who are home at tea,-time) But the 10 minute UFO 
spot,written for chi�dren,will:�opefuliyact as a nice antidote to HORIZON. At least 
it tries tobe both sceptical anq yet recognise the fundamental reality behind UFOs. 
- - ._ - -. - - - .. ... - - - - - -.· - - - - .... .. - - - .... ��· �- ... - - - - - ... - - - ... - .J.. -

"Bringing UFOs down to earth" · EARTHLIGHTS,Devereux,P _Turnsto�e Press, £9.95 
Some books about UFOs you can read, perhaps enjoy, ��d then put them down saying 

• •• Yes,well alright, but I've heard it_al1 before. This is not such a book. -
EARTHLIGHTS is a major work.It should be read by every experienced ahd serious 

researcher.That is not to say its .'content is wholly plausable.I found the end result 
vaguely disconcerting, but on the road to the end there is much of great importance 
which is eloquantly discussed. 

Paul Devereux is,of·course,prim�rily an -earth mysteries researcher,editor of THE 
LEY HUNTER and dmstinguished author in this field,This influence shows (I fear too 
strongly) .At some points the au-'.:.hor seems to strain to make his theory fit what little 
we know about megalith builders and prehistoric civilisation.This appears rather 
forced and a good deal of valuable space is spent on the distraction.Now,I do not say 
that the origins of stone circles are unintermsting,Nor was I left unfascinated by 

,�peculations about the powers and prowess of our British ancestors.! would even 
conceed that he may be on the (old straight) track of s_omething! Perhaps the ancients 
did recognise UFO phenomena as sources of energy (without necessarily understanding 
them) and so built the�r circles where they did,using the stones that they did,to 
channel this power into some facility.,.in the process inves�ing the ancient sites 
with great religious significance.But this discordant and divergent line of approach 
seemed out of place in this book,which otherwmse concentrates on strictly scientific 
principles,It �orms the part cf another work entirely that m�ybe- should have followed. 
on after EARTl-fLIGHTS. True as it very well may be, it tends to· _dilute the impact of 
the very persuasive arguments made elsewhere.I only hope that �eople will 'see the 
join' and �ppreciate the basis of Paul's primary t��st,For.that is what makes this 
book truly important, . . · · : 

. . He begins with a personal 1967 UFO .-experience whicft fits his, later· theory rather 
· wel1.It is a source of great wonder to me what would 'hay� happene� had his sighting 
. been 'of a ma.re obviously structured UFO and not one that E?asily .. fits the· term UAP, 

But then here lies the subjectivity f�ctor within the phenome�on.He discusses and 
.seems to believe .that (B>eter W&rringto_n and I went overboard in UFOs:A Bri"tish Viewpoint. 
After several pages considering-our iQ..eas he finally concludes that �-witness 
subjectivity is much more crucial than witness subjectivity,,.'! have seen a UFO,You 
have not • •• so I know what I am talki:ng-.about'. There is some merit in this, I tend to 
agree that British Viewpoint went a- little· to the extreme, but i·n= doing so perhaps 
highlighted--·were the real premises should lie,That is you only find your fav.ouri te 
6hinese re�talirant by driving, .down th_e street � it and then· turning rounp.._ to go back, 

From this personal anecdote the argument Builds nicely,and the reader (d�spite 
having to battle through a fair number ·of typograpgical errors) finds-himself facing 

. a very. satisfying' theory;,. up ·to. a p_oin,t •. 

. On pp 81-82 Paul mak�s the· ct::rious a.·ssertion that Jenny Handles "clearly wants to 
believe • • •  that after subjective factors and mispe�eptions of known objects have 
been taken out of the situstion,there may be no objective UFO phenomenon at all." 
This wildly erroneous presumption bemuses me�because he has just spent a good dea�of 
time discussing British Viewpoint,where Peter and I suggest thata-
a) A natural physical phenomenon of unknown origin exists and should be renamed 

a UAP 1tinfdentified Atmospheric Phenomenon ) 
· 

b) Close encounters involve the ps.ychokinetic manipulation of matter by the focal 
witness,changing its shape and moulding it into an experience .which £its their 
subjective beliefs (but ma�ter,of cours�, is physical!) ., 
Paul Devereux not only seems to accept this, but his·final theory is rather akin 

to the one above (with some admittedly slgnificant new·features).So if_I am denying 
an objective basis to the UFO pnenomenon (a concept I find rather silly in view of 
all that I have written over the'year�) then presumably Paul_ IDM�t be doing this too. 

I do not wish to create the impression that this book half:-i:nches the·�theory . . .. . . . ..,..,.:: , . which Peter and I set out in Bt:"i tish View·point.In truth he, h?.s. done :a ��5st_. exciting 
thing.He hap effectively demoh�trated where UFOs (or actually

.
UAPs)�qo�e:rrom.This, 

and its merger with the psychokinetic theory (which to an.extent Ppter and I half
inched from Vallee,Clark & Coleman et al) is what· really makes this book live up 
to its high flying press blurb,, .. where it is described as a "landmark in UFO literature" 
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The book discusses in .. some detail the work of · Pe r$ i�ger and Lafre·niere in 
Canada:and B rady in the USA, researching how thw'piez�-electric effect may result 
fro�.$tress i� underground faults,thus ionisin� the atmosphere and generating 

· . .  moving .pl�sma_s th�t a;t;e v_ie_wed as UFOs.The theory has been gaining a slow foothold 
in �ecen� years.But Devereux has here worked it into a cohetent . .  system.He explains 
much,Solid lightbeams,for exampke.Not as 'beams' from the UFO to the earth, but as 
strea�3 of ions feeding ene�gy· from the earth to the plasma.However,I do not share 

his total enthusiasm at the correlations he tries to s�ow between fault lines .and 
UFO events�There is a ge·neral fit.But on a mat> of_Dyfed,south Wales,for example 
(p.l91 ) the connection between scatered UFO sightings and faull lines.is suggestive. 
But from the mass of faults that are present I would have �xpected a better degree 
of comparison that what we see. 

There are a few gaps in his reasoning that trouble me too.He argues that fault 
lines and intrusive minerals· (which geologically speaking tend to �o together) 
both concentrate in the north and west of Britain.This is true.He then shows how 
stone ��rcles fit the same area,thete being hardly any in t�� SE.He leaps. from this 
to a direcv connection • •• when I keep wondering whether it might be indirect. 

· Think on this.If we draw a chart showing temporal distribution of conception 
(based on a 9 month deductiom from childbirth), and pl ot agaimst this ambiem�.: . 
tem.perature, we might find a correlation.In cold weather children are concefi.ved., 
when it grows warmer they tend to· be less so.Seeing this some bright spark might 
say • • • "Aha! There is clearly a .direct relationship here. Increase in ambient 
temperature inhibits fertilisation" That .may look sensible•••exoept that we know 
the most likely reason for such a link wo�ld b.e that on co1d nights couples t.end 
to go to bed early to save·energy1 and tentl ·to cuddle up to each other1and., •• �ell 
you know the rest! A third factor has intervened, 

In the case of connecting fault lines ahd stone circles the connecting factor 
might be the mountainous regions whidh go with the faults.� here could be a good 
reason why ancient people chose high ground for their sites.I am not saying this 
is true or that Paul is necessarily wrong.But he tends to �ake fairly sweeping 
presurr.)tions,For example, he dismisses contact cases_ as another phenomenon all 
'tPs-.ether (perhaps with justification) and then says, • ... � feel. that all types of 

-�FO appe�ance can be explained under the umbrella of a'single concept".,,ie his 
earth energy, with psychokinesis from shamanistic witnesses moulding it like putty 
into solid ·discs, aliens ( or ghosties, ghoulies, fairies, elves and so on} This is 
a dangerous leap frpm an other wise solid precipice.But he -.might well have landed 
on the far side.of·the canyon. 

As will already be e�lbden·t I c0uld fill this ma3azine by discussing the book-j-and 
the wealth of thought it triggers i.s indication of 1 ts irp.portance. I am unhappy 
with parts of 1t.His statmstical.aata base seems shaky (800 BUFORA reports of 
dubious standard, especially · in · ·the · e·a�ly years 1 and wi-th who knows how many IFOs 
in there) But the bo0k is bold and forward l ook ing .I t is all that is good about 
the subject right now. . . 

I suspect jhat Paul Devereux is very· largely corr�ct.I.am reasonably sure his 
earthlights do exist, I am of· the opinion· that: ·.we now hc;tve a testable theory which 
we ou�ht to �rk darned hard to try to prove (or disprove) to the satisfaction of 

' science.Fo� that is whatL ufology is all about.Maybe Paul has sone off at, a tangent. 
Maybe his argument is stretched at times ·like_a rubberband losing its elasticity. 
But at the very least he has shown us the.wa�•And,as such,you cannot.afford to 
failt to read this book· •

. · · 

POSTSCRIPT ••• The Earth has the finat.wdrd! 
I read EARTHLIGHTS. the .week.bef'ore t aking an unexpected five-day break at Paul 

(Whetnall ) s family caravan.This is'at Llandrlllo,a tiny Welsh village in the Berwyn 
. mountains dis9ussed in the book.· (and in my f&rthcoming UFO .REALIDTY ) because of a 

srange and relevant USP event there · in 1974.0n October 5 P aul and I had talked 
about the power of the mountains over breakfast.At 10.33 am I was washing up and 
looking at a. hill in the'WSW by the River Dee I saw a tall spire of white mist 

·:! .- rising.I do not think it was smoke.It came from trees in the middle of the mount. 
Half thinking of the book I saia to myself • Ill see if I can change it into a man" 
An d it did.appear to alter shape in this way before fading away.Paul smi'led and 

told m� it was smoke or mist (the weather was cold and damp but the low could was 
well clear of the·.top of the hill). It� probably nothing�, but .it was a little 
odd to �ee the way �t feinforced �y be�mefs '(ju�t as the fortuitous Todmorden earth 
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in. April came just as I· was writing the. end of PENNINE UFO MYSTERY - adding a 
perfect.finale right on cue! ) It was even.-weirder ;though,to see what fo'llowed 
immediately after my misty earthlight.A Tornado jet flew low right over the spot 
and ducked above the hill-line.I looked round at Paul (he telling me that this was 
pure C Jincidemce • • • military �lanes are common here ) . The radio was on.Stevie Wonder 
was singing a song apparantly called "Ribbon dln the sky".He might have been talking 
about wha� I had just seen!I'll send a report to Paul D -just to make sure: 

INVESTIGATIONS LOW DEFINIDTION 

1979a· 156 . NOV 23 07.20 Speke, Merseyside HUFORA Lev C 
43 yr old - toolsetter going to work saw a green solid ball estimated size of bus. 
Left a vapourous trail same size as its diameter.It flew across a road of traffic 
below rooftop height in a slow,steady �ath.Duration·5 seconds plus.Weather drizzly. 
This sounds like an excellent observation of ball lightning. 
1982&_ 23 AUG 21/22 22.30 Northampton, Northants R.Shaw BUFORA A 
Two se�rate sightings of eroups of Y/W LITS seen by children moving across sky. 
Evakuated by investigator as part of the bright Perseid meteors. 
1982a 24 AUG 22 22.25 Bradford, W Yorks N.�1ortimeJJ B 
14 yr old saw two W LITS that grew larger and pulsed as they floated slowly to 
earth.It· is so similar to the report above,and corresponds in time,that this too 
would seem to be the meteor • • •  althmugh witness estimates duration as over a minute. 

1982r 25 AUG 24 22.10 SCOTLAND S.Campbell BUFORA C 
Separate re�orts from east Lothian & Fife of a round/oval greenish white seen 
heading SW for a few seconds.Evakuated as another bright Perseid fmreball. 
1982a �6 . AUG 28; 20.00 Scunthorpe,Mumberside N .Watson B 
Thirty minutes after seeing two identical-suns (one on top· of each other} on the 
hQrizon, a couple, plus two other witnesses, observed a tennis ball sized object 
whizz past a window by which they stood . Descrtptions include "a toy gyroscope" and 
"a butterfly· stuck to a ball" but none saw it for more than a fleeting glimpse.One 
witness argues ( reasonably) that it was probably a group,of flying insects. 
l982a 27 OCT 14 07.00 East SCOT�D Press Reports 
Many people saw a "blazing aircraft'·' moving very fast W-E. Others saw it af?· a 
rocket shape with a trail of sparks.This could be debris re-entry from a satellite 
or (as proposed by the Edinburgh Observatory ) another bright fireball. · . · 

. ·, 

On the subje9t of fireball events •• , with. which we seem to have been unduly plagued 
of late • • • I quote from a letter dated Oct l? 1982 from investigator Andy Collins; 
"Thought you' ·might like to log· a spectacuiar fireball I was privileged_ to see 
earlier this evening •• • At ·19.50 exactly I was driving along. a road at Rawreth, 
Essex,when in the east I saw a green intense light,descending at great. speed in a 
diagonal course towards the grourid.Within it was·a red pulsatipg mass which flashed 
some three times in the three· secorid duration of the phenomenon.It petered out like 
a firework rocket before reaching the horizon.It left me in a state of. extreme 
exci·tement ••• Yet I know it was a fireball. I can readily reca ll a number of' cases· 
where· e�ctly the sa:me--type of thing was ·seen •• ·," . 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1982: 28 OCT 15 21.00 Ilkley,W Yorks N,Mortimer . D 
Ni�el and gis wife describe a personal experience itivolving a brilliant white LITS 

whi�h .. Susan Mortimer deucribes as "like a very larg·e star" .This appeared to play 
tag with them, stopping as soon as they moved and · then ·-shooting off when they . 
stopned.Nigel estimates it 1o�'Cis the size of a· onepe·nce· at arms length and at 3000'. 
It also looked to rotate and sparkle· and glisteh as it did so . It c!bntinued to 
tag them or "watch them" ,ae Susan put i t,for 2/3 minutes. They then decided to go 
to somewhere offering a more open aspect.They ran there but the UFO was nowhere to 
be seen,in the clear sky ,filled with stars.An aircraft did come over from another . 
part of the sky, but was nothi�g like the UFO. N�gel c�+led

_
Leeds/Bradford airport 

who identified the a/ c but had rio mther traffiC. �.o explain; the UFO. The next 
morning ( Oct 16) J/4 army helicopters flew low·· . .-over the..-- _are_?.. where Nigel & Susan 
had been.He 1·s trying to discover more about the reasons for .. this , 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - � - - - - - - - - - --�:- - - - � - - - - - - -

MEDIUM DEFINITION CASES begin over the page • • •  
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NOV 1982. •. 6 
19 54 a Mid NOV. 
Same witness as 
pa�ade from the 
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14,oo· Carlisle,Curpbria MUFORA Lev B 
to case ?9'-156 describes �n expe_rience whilst at his passing out 
Army's Border ·Regiment.He was standing stiffly to attention as a 

military band marched-by to mark the occasioncThe sky was deep 
blue,Suddenly he was. distracted by a gli.�t in the sky above the 
castle wall,He blinked,but it w�s still there,hovering and spinning. 
It was like two interlinked chains that were silvery,seemingly 
polished metal.'Fhe spinning was· evident despite the 1ack of marks 

because of the suns reflection,Maintaining his posture he kept avertinJ his eyes 
to watch the UFO,still hoverin�.After about 5 mins it began to move directly away; 

,, . !5row�ng smaller and smaller,After ·4/5 seconds it was .gone.Later he discovered that 
· ·several fellow soldiers had seen .1. t and were talking about it ·.excitedly. Some said 

they had _seen windows in it. Oct/� m.r 19 54 . was, the time . of . a·. g:r;ea t European wave • 

1980: MAY 03 00.30 li'ort William; Scotland . · . S .Campbell C 
Hairdressing salon owner and her husband had wa�dhed the late film when they saw 
an orange object in the SE over Glen Nevis.It �ifted slowly- up the glep,giving 
them time to wake their son,put on dressing gowns.and go out with binoculars to 
see it pass over the moors.It was dome like 
with a flashing white light on.top (through 
binoculars this was acbally seen to be rot
ating). It came strai.r�ht above their head s 
and displayed a triangula± underside, Again 

Ji\�:�� 
( .. , - _ _:}\ 

-... ...._ ______ .., 

thsnks to the binocul£rs the orange li�ht was seen to emerge from three triangul�r 
sections or panels,The thing moved to the NW where it picked �p speed suddenly 
and then shot off out of sight.There was no so�nd at all. UNEXPLAINED, 
1980& NOV 07.00 Fort William,Scotland S,Campbell C 
A diff�rent report from the same town.A woman sa� _a brigh� white LITS,like venus; 
over the hills.She called her husband and they watched for 10 mins as the object 

[ . 

climbed in jerks ,pausing to hov�r, _and them moved off fas't to the north. Through 
binoculars it looked like a bright ball surrounded (Saturn-like) by a girdle of 
pulsating white lights, Steuart SU5gests it might be a bali lightning effect. What 
about a search and rescue helicopter operation? Insufficient data. 
1982a MAR 19 24,00 Barton-u-Needwood,Staffs P.Shuttleworth A 
This UFORM report refers to the alleged.sighting of two witnesses concerning a 

. . 

cigar._�haped object' the size of-a-gdf ball at arms lebgth which had a row of blue 
lights along its edge,It was seen very briefly (for 3 seconds only). Investigation 

.. suggests this might have been a: me·te�r ••• but there are several inconsi,stancies in 
the_ testimony which may further·--P��rit to the possibility of a · hia.x. 
1982a APRIL .�-� ·. 23.

-
30 · . Cumbernauld,Scotland . T ;O''Neill c 

:. This independant report has some interesting comparisons twi th the Fort William 
case above.It concerns the observation of a UFO that.'<i,ppea:r;·s repeatedly over this 
town,The witness, a housewife, has seen it several times ·arid on this·occ�sion 
her husban4, was witness as·well.The object was first:detected as a flashing mass 

. ' \  of orange.light shining through the- curtains.Going into the 

" _,��.� ·: garden. it was yisible:as a ball:whioh was radiating bursts of 
. orange,ap�rantly stationary.By the-time her'husbamd came out 

// � 
. 

'-:-.-: :._: . ..::: �'it to join her 1 t was moving at some. speed to��rds_ G_alasgo.w and the 
� J r· _. JL'?;; j 1··· �i orange light ��d been replaced by a sparklJ.ng yellow l.ight. In 
� --::_!..r., · '  ·,�.· · c;tll 1 t was visible for some 2/3· m.inutes and was the apparant size 

of a dfving belle' From repeated· close observation the dome shape has been s.een to 
, '�t , some effect (and the witness refers to ·one close approach w:he·re the UFO te�rified 

a local couple by i1overing over their gard.en)�Ther�, i_s allegedly structured panels 
on the s1de_ Which· slide. like shutters to enclose the O�ange light ·Within and make 
the yeelow light pn top more prominent. The_ woman who.ma�e this report to Tam 

· . . O'Neill now tells us she has a lo�ded camera at· the ready. and is determined to 
snap a picture of it next time.�t shows up! This-repeated UFO plus orange light 
is ·in fact rather akin to what becamQ known .as 'Th� Ros�endale Anomaly' a mystery 
story· which was fortuitously� solved (to a point). after.'fiye years of investigation 
by MUFORA,It is possible that tl'\�. above case might relate as G.lasgow .did play a 

part in the Rossendale happen�ngs (the full story.of which is told in several 
chapters of THE PENNINE UFO MYSYERY,. published by:_ Granada nex� Spring) 


